
 

 

 

The 43
th 

 FILO edition: the optimism with reasoning 

The 43
th 

 edition of FILO, the international exhibition of yarns and fibres, has been closed today 

with a positive atmosphere. 

Even the first day of the fair had been concluded in a satisfaction’s mood for the presence of high-

qualified visitors during the exhibition, showing a true interest for yarns’ collections exposed by the 

companies. The exhibition performed well also for a renewed - and real – focus for textile industry 

showed by institutions, as Marilena Bolli, president of Unione Industriale Biellese, highlighted 

during the opening session of FiloHappening debate. Even Roberto Luongo, director of Ice-

Agency confirmed this focus: “FILO is a fair that shows to the world Italian excellence regarding 

yarns, and because of this, it has a special role within the Extraordinary Plan for the Made in Italy. 

The Plan, and generally speaking, our work as Ice-Agenzia go hand in hand with a complex strategy 

which aims at foster the internationalization of the country, both by attracting more foreign visitors 

at national exhibitions and by supporting the participation of Italian companies to international 

events. The presence of FILO at MilanoUnica Shanghai on October 2015 meets exactly these goals, 

achievable only by a stronger cooperation and synergy along the entire pipeline”. 

Marilena Bolli, president of the Unione Industriale Biellese, pondered on economic data that 

“show positive conditions for recovery in 2015. As entrepreneurs we think we could talk about an 

economic growth only from 2% up: that would be a feasible objective to reach only if declared 

measures will be approved. Therefore, it will be possible to put into effect those conditions through 

which companies can continue to invest on products and processes’ innovation and operators’ 

training.” 

Paolo Monfermoso, responsible for FILO, analyzes the exhibition: “We are satisfied with this 

FILO edition, which closes up with a positive evaluation both for exhibitors and visitors. The 

quality of buyers that visited the fair this year was especially high, thanks to the cooperation with 

Ice-Agenzia too. We consider that the exhibitors had been able to express one more time the textile 

art successfully; they have proposed yarns characterized by such quality and innovation deriving 

from the savoir faire’s heritage of Italian and European textile firms. This is a strong point that the 

world admires and we will try to make it to be known also among Far East markets, thanks to 

synergy existing with Sistema Moda Italia, Milano Unica and Ice-Agenzia in the scope of the 

Extraordinary Plan  for the Made in Italy, promoted by the Deputy Minister Carlo Calenda. The 

presence of FILO at Shanghai exhibition aims primarily at penetrate those difficult markets that 

have to be reached individually and support the single companies that will be present there with 

FILO”. 



 

 

 

The satisfaction for what has been done during this FILO edition which took place the 18
th  

 and the 

19
th 

of March 2015 is well-expressed by exhibitors. 

Nicoletta Meriglio, from Botto Poala, says: “We are proud of this FILO fair: the buyers had 

appraised our products and one of our advantages  is probably represented by yarns for weaving. 

For the time being, it’s true that the price rules the market. However, we are feeling an ongoing 

change, with the research for new yarns, enabling to create extreme fabrics, able to overcome the 

split between products for men and ones for women”. 

Vincenzo Caneparo, from Davifil, is satisfied: “There had been lots of visitors at our stand during 

the two days of the exhibition. Furthermore, FILO confirms to be a very high-quality fair. Buyers 

had particularly appreciated natural yarns, a trend that had been already consolidated and which 

indicates an higher interest for the quality of products and for an eco-friendly production”. 

Mariarosa Dissegna, from Marchi e Fildi, underlines that: “During this edition, we have noticed a 

constant movement with Italian clients mainly but also Turkish, Portuguese and Spanish ones. They 

like new proposals and innovative products. Our new yarns which address to higher market 

segments rose a lot of interest. Meanwhile, our company promotes service as a constant search for 

the product, but also as a meticulous organization of techniques and market structures, trying to 

satisfy our clients entirely”. 

Also Angelo Della Porta, from Pozzi Electa, evaluates positively the event: “We have noticed an 

high presence of buyers, that has been homogeneous along the two days of FILO. During this 

exhibition we have host lots of visitors interested in discovering new proposals”.  

Paola Aglietta, from Italfil, notices “a strong participation of visitors, including not only the 

consolidated ones, but also new people interested in knowing our products. There were also foreign 

visitors from Turkey, Germany and France”. 

Silvio Maffeo, from Filatura Pollone, underlines that he met “buyers with clear ideas regarding the 

products they want to buy. During the first day of the exhibition, there were mainly foreign visitors 

(especially from France), while during the second day there were more Italians”.  

Alberto Enoch, from Servizi e Seta, highlights that “the evaluation of this event has been absolutely 

positive: we have made a good job, there were lots of visitors, mainly Italians. Our proposals are 

always appreciated. However, we have to look constantly for new buyers, even though Italian 

companies tend to pamper them, visiting our clients directly. However, FILO has probably an 

image that doesn’t correspond to reality anymore, thanks to its internationalization”. 



 

 

 

Casare Savio, from Safil, evaluates “positively this FILO edition, with a constant flow of clients, 

both Italians and foreign ones. Byers continue to reward those companies which invest a lot on 

research, technology and develop of new products and look for assorted products. The most 

appreciated among our products are yarns that enhance volumes, softness, lightness: alpaca, mohair, 

merino, moulinè, as well as fancy yarns”. 

Andrea Brambilla, from I cotoni di Albini, judges positively the two days of FILO: “We met both 

consolidate and new clients with an high presence of foreign people, especially from Spain, France 

and Portugal. Although this is not our season, the request has been varied, focused on yarns of 

different materials, not only cotton-silk ones as had happened some seasons ago”. 

Roberto Rimoldi, from Filatura Luisa, expresses his satisfaction: “FILO performed well, with lots 

of clients, especially during the first day. I would like to highlight that buyers’ flow has been good 

in terms of quantity, with 60% of Italians and 40% of foreign clients. Our collection has been truly 

appreciated, especially the new two fine wool products and the new fancy yarns”. 

Manuela Gaslini, from Filatura Astro, is particularly satisfied: “For the presence of foreign buyers, 

whose majority arrived with the delegation of Ice-Agenzia. I have really appreciated buyers coming 

from USA that showed a real interest for our yarns”. 

The 44
th 

 edition of FILO will still be held at Centro Congressi Le Stelline in Milano between the 

30
th 

 of September and the of 1
st  of 

October 2015. 

Biella, March 19
th

 , 2015.
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